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Floors are system families with different types.

Floors can be created as architectural (Floor: Architec-
tural) or as a structural floor (Floor: Structural).

To place a floor, open a floor plan or a 3D view. The 
Floor tool is placed on the:

Architectural tab        Building panel        Floor drop-down

Or

Structural tab       Structure Panel        Floor drop-down

Note: Floors are offset downward from the level on which 
they are sketched.
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You create floors by defining their boundaries, either by 
picking walls or using drawing tools.

On the Options Bar, for Offset, specify an offset for the 
floor edges.

The floor boundary must be a closed loop (profile). To 
create an opening in the floor, you can sketch another 
closed loop where you want the opening to appear.

Note: When you are using Pick Walls, select Extend into 
wall (to core) to measure the offset from the wall's core

Click Finish Edit Mode (1) to exit the sketch mode.

After creating a floor, you can change its profile to 
modify its boundaries.

In a plan view, select the floor, and click: 

Modify | Floors tab        Mode panel        Edit Boundary

Use sketching tools to change the boundaries of the 
floor.

Click Finish Edit Mode (2)
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You can create sloped floors in the building model by 
using one of the following methods:

Select Slope Arrow on the Draw panel

If Slop is selected, enter values for Level at Tail, Height 
Offset at Tail, and Slope.

On the ribbon, click Finish Edit Mode

Draw the slope arrow in the drawing area: click once to 
specify its start point (tail); click again to specify its 
endpoint (head).

With the slope arrow selected, access the Properties
palette. 

For Specify, you can choose between Height at Tail and 
Slope. If Height at Tail is selected, you can enter values 
for Level at Tail, Height Offset at Tail, Level at Head, and 
Height Offset at Head.

Draw a slope arrow while sketching or editing the floor 
boundary



Select one boundary line, and, on the Properties palette 
select Defines Constant Height. Enter values for Level 
and Offset From Base.
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Draw a slope arrow while sketching or editing the floor 
boundary

Select a parallel boundary line, and, using the same 
method, specify the properties for Level and Offset From 
Base.

On the ribbon, click Finish Edit Mode.
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Specify a value for the Defines Slope and Slope proper-
ties for a single floor sketch line

Enter a value for Slope.

(Optional) Enter values for Level and Offset From Base.

On the ribbon, click Finish Edit Mode.

Select one boundary line and, on the Properties palette 
select Defines Constant Height and Defines Slope.
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To change type properties, select an element and click 
Modify tab       Properties panel          Type Properties

or

click on Edit Type in the Properties pallet

In the Type Properties you can modify floor's structure, 
default thickness, function, and more.

in the project

Type
Properties

Floor Type Parameter
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Modify type properties to change a 
floor's structure, default thickness, 
function, and more.

Note: Identity Data parameters are 
not listed in the table.

Construction

Structure Creates the composition of a compound floor. 

Default Thickness Indicates the thickness of a floor type, which is determined by the cumulative 
thickness of its layers.

Function Indicates whether a floor is interior or exterior. Function is used in scheduling and 
to create filters to simplify a model when exporting.

Additional Top /
Exterior Offset

Specifies an additional offset from the top/exterior rebar cover. This allows plac-
ing multiple rebar elements together in different area reinforcement layers.

Additional Bottom /
Interior Offset

Specifies an additional offset from the top/exterior rebar cover. This allows plac-
ing multiple rebar elements together in different area reinforcement layers.

Additional Offset Specifies an additional offset from the rebar cover. This allows placing multiple 
rebar elements together in different path reinforcement layers.

Floor Type Parameter
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Modify type properties to change a 
floor's structure, default thickness, 
function, and more.

Note: Identity Data parameters are 
not listed in the table.

Absorptance A measure of a building element's ability to absorb radiation, the ratio of radia-
tion absorbed to the incident.Note: The default is 0.1. When using this data for 
thermal analysis, specify a value suitable for the type of analysis, such as whole 
building energy simulation.

Roughness An index value from 1-6 (where 1 is rough, 6 is smooth, and 3 being typical for most 
building materials) used to represent the roughness of a surface for the purposes 
of determining values of air film resistance in many common thermal calculation 
and simulation tools.Note: The default is 1. When using this data for thermal analy-
sis, specify a value suitable for the type of analysis, such as whole building energy 
simulation.

Analytical Properties

Heat Transfer 
Coefficient (U)

Used in calculating the heat transfer, typically by convection or phase change 
between a fluid and a solid.

Thermal mass A measure of a building element's ability to store heat, the product of each mate-
rial layer mass and specific heat capacity.

Graphics

Materials and Finishes

Coarse Scale Fill Pattern Creates the composition of a compound floor. 

Structural Material Specifies a material for the structure of the element. This information can be 
included in schedules. Click the value box to open the Material Browser. See Ma-
terials.

Coarse Scale Fill Color Applies a color to the fill pattern for a floor in a coarse-scale view.
Floor Type Parameter
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You can specify the composition of a compound floor.

To modify the structure of the floor click on Edit in the 
Type Properties of the floor to open the Edit Assembly 
dialog.

Floor Type Parameter
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Layers

In the Edit Assembly dialog you can add or remove 
layers, define wrapping and modify the structure of the 
floor type.

Membrane Layer: A membrane that commonly prevents 
water vapor penetration. The membrane layer should 
have zero thickness.

Finish 1 [4]: Finish 1 is typically the exterior layer.

Finish 2 [5]: Finish 2 is typically for the interior layer.

A compound element can consist of a single continuous 
layer of material or multiple layers. You can represent 
each layer by setting the layer's material, thickness, and 
function. When a view's detail level is set to Medium or 
Fine, the layers of the compound element are represent-
ed.

Layer Functions

Layers can be assigned the following functions:

Structure [1]: Layer that supports the remainder of the 
wall, floor, or roof.

Substrate [2]: Material, such as plywood or gypsum 
board, which acts as a foundation for another material.

Thermal/Air Layer [3]: Provides insulation and prevents 
air penetration.
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To change instance properties, select the element and 
change its properties on the Properties palette.

Note: Changes to instance properties apply to the se-
lected instances in the project.
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Modify instance properties to 
change a floor's level, height offset,
slope, and more.

Constraints

Level The level to which the floor is constrained.

Structural

Structural Indicates that the element has an analytical model. Checking this box indicates 
that the floor is structural. Information about structural parameters is available in 
Structural Floor Instance Properties.

Height Offset from Level Specifies the elevation of the top of the floor relative to the Level parameter

Room Bounding Indicates that the floor is a room-bounding element.

Related to Mass Indicates the element was created from a mass element. This is a read-only value.

Estimated Reinforcement 
Volume

Specifies the estimated reinforcement volume of the selected element. This is a 
read-only parameter that only displays when rebar has been placed.

Structural Floor Shape Edit

Curved Edge Condition Specifies the structural floor surface to either Conform to curve or Project to side. 
This parameter is only available for curved edge structural floors.

Dimensions

Slope Angle Changes the slope-defining lines to the specified value, without the need to edit 
the sketch. The parameter initially displays a value if there is a slope-defining line. 
If there is no slope defining line, the parameter is blank and disabled.

Perimeter The perimeter of the floor. This is a read-only value.



Area The area of the floor. This is a read-only value.

Volume The volume of the floor. This is a read-only value.

Identity Data

Comments Specific comments related to the floor that are not already defined in the 
description or type comments.

Design Option If design options have been created, this property indicates the design option in 
which the element exists. For more information see Design Options.
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Elevation at Top Indicates the elevation used for tagging the top of the floor. This is a read-only 
parameter that reports Varies for sloped planes.

Elevation at Bottom Indicates the elevation used for tagging the bottom of the floor. This is a read-on-
ly parameter that reports Varies for sloped planes.

Thickness The thickness of the floor. This is a read-only value, unless a shape edit has been 
applied and its type contains a variable layer. When the value is writable it can be 
used to set a uniform thickness of the floor. The entry can be blank if the thickness 
varies.

Mark A user-specified label for the floor. Possible use: shop mark. This value must be 
unique for each element in a project. Revit warns you when the number value is 
already used but allows you to continue using it. You can see the warning using 
the Review Warnings tool. See Reviewing Warning Messages.
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Phasing

Phase Created The phase when the floor was created. See Project Phasing.

Structural Analysis

Structural Usage Specifies the structural usage of the floor.

Analytical Model

Vertical Projection The plane of the floor used for analysis and design.

Phase Demolished The phase when the floor was demolished. See Project Phasing.
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Roofs
Roofs are system families with different types.

You can create a roof:

From a building footprint

As an extrusion

From a mass instance

To place a roof, open a floor plan or a 3D view. The Roof 
tool is placed on the:

Architectural tab        Building panel        Roof drop-down
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Roofs
Roof by Footprint

Creates a roof using the building footprint to define its 
boundaries.

On the Draw panel, select a sketch or pick tool. To edit 
roof properties before sketching, use the Properties pal-
ette.

In the Options Bar, you can specify the offset and the 
slope defining lines.

To create a roof by footprint, open a floor plan view or a 
reflected ceiling plan view and click:

Note: If you try to add a roof on the lowest level, a dialog 
prompts you to move it to a higher level. If you choose 
not to move the roof to a different level, Revit notifies you 
later if the roof is too low

Architectural tab        Build panel        Roof drop-down - 
Roof by Footprint

Roof by
Footprint
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Roof by Footprint

Sketch, or pick, a closed loop for the roof. Specify slope 
defining lines. To change the slope definition of a line,
select the line and, on the Properties palette, click De-
fines Roof Slope. You can then change the slope value.

When a roof line is set to slope defining, this symbol    
appears adjacent to it

Click Finish Edit Mode.
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Roof by Extrusion

Creates a roof by extruding a profile that you sketch.
To create a roof by extrudion, open an elevation view, a 
3D view, or a section view.

When sketching the roof profile, you can use a combina-
tion of straight lines and arcs, as wall as reference 
planes. The height of the roof depends on the location 
where you sketch the profile.

Click
Architectural tab        Build panel        Roof by Extrusion

Specify the work plane.

In the Roof Reference Level and Offset dialog, select a 
value for Level. The highest level in the project is select-
ed by default.

To raise or lower the roof from the reference level, speci-
fy a value for Offset. Revit places a reference plane at 
the specified offset. Using the reference plane, you can 
control the position of the extruded roof in relation to a 
level.

Sketch the profile of the roof as an open loop. Click 
Finish Edit Mode.

Roof by
Extrusion
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Roof by Face

Creates a roof using a non-vertical face of a mass.

Note: Roofs created using the Roof by Face tool do not 
automatically update if you change the mass face. You 
cannot select faces from different masses for the same 
roof.

Click

In the Type Selector, select a roof type.

On the Options Bar, you can specify the level of the roof.

In the Modify | Place Roof by Face tab        Multiple Selec-
tion panel you can enable the Select Multiple option to 
create a single element from multiple mass faces. 

Massing & Site tab        Model by Face        Roof by Face

To clear the selection and start over, click Clear Selec-
tion. When the desired faces are selected, click Create 
Roof.

To create the roof from a single mass face, disable the 
Select Multiple option.

Tip: You can change the pick face location of the roof 
(either top or bottom) by modifying the roof’s Picked 
Faces Location property in the Properties palette.

Roof by
Face

Create
Roof

Select
Multiple
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Modify a Roof

Edit the roof sketch. Cut openings in an extruded roof

If the Go to View dialog displays, select the appropriate 
plan view in which to edit the profile. 

A plan view representation of the roof displays. Refer-
ence planes define the boundary of the roof.

Sketch closed-loop openings and click Finish Edit Mode.

Select the extruded roof, and click Modify | Roofs tab 
Opening panel Vertical. 

Select the roof, and click Modify | Roofs tab Mode panel 
(Edit Footprint) or (Edit Profile) and make necessary 
changes.

Click Finish Edit Mode.

Resize the roof using shape handles.

Use this method to resize roofs that were created by 
footprint or by face.

In an elevation or 3D view, select the roof and drag the 
shape handle, as desired.

Edit
Profile

Edit
Footprint

Vertical
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Next Steps
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